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RESOLUTION ENSURING THE PEOPLE’S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT 

TO A FAIR, LEGAL, AND ACCURATE ELECTION 
 

WHEREAS, An election process that is open, secure, and has integrity is essential for a 

representative republic;  

 

WHEREAS, The right to vote, and to have that vote count and not be cancelled, is a fundamental 

civil right; 

WHEREAS, Democrats and allied organizations, through scores of lawsuits, partisan regulatory 

oversight, and executive fiat in key states across the nation sought and implemented changes to 

our election processes that undermined the security and integrity of our election systems; 

 

WHEREAS, Last minute changes to election processes without the constitutionally mandated 

involvement of state legislatures had the effect of making voter fraud both easier to commit and 

harder to detect and prove;  

 

WHEREAS, Procedural irregularities, flagrant violations of laws providing for bipartisan 

oversight, fraud, and unexplained anomalous results undermine faith in the integrity of the 

election;  

 

WHEREAS, State legislatures are empowered by the Constitution to regulate presidential 

elections, but these laws must be clearly established before the election begins and honestly 

implemented in order to ensure each United States citizen’s legal vote counts and is not 

cancelled by an illegal vote; and 

 

WHEREAS, It is essential to national security that votes be accurately recorded and that our 

election systems and technology be secure and protected from manipulation; therefore, be it 

 

RESOLVED, The Republican National Committee (RNC) calls for each state legislature to 

review election processes as they were implemented in the 2020 election and reform election 

processes to ensure that each United States citizen’s legal vote counts; 

 



 
 

RESOLVED, That processes and procedures implemented in 2020 that had the effect of 

undermining the security and integrity of the vote, that facilitated fraud, and that left tens of 

millions of Americans feeling disenfranchised be repealed; 

 

RESOLVED, That the RNC supports President Donald Trump’s efforts to obtain a full and final 

counting of legal votes; and 

 

RESOLVED, That the RNC opposes any federal legislation such as House of Representatives 1 

of the 116th Congress that would mandate election processes that facilitate fraud and further the 

disenfranchisement of our fundamental civil right to vote. 


